Social entrepreneurial intention: A systematic literature review and outlook
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Abstract

Since 2017, social entrepreneurial intentions are a rapidly growing field of research. The research to explain the formation of intent to establish social enterprises be approached from many aspects, as well as based on different theoretical backgrounds. However, a large part of this study lacked systematization and classifications, and there seems to be a tendency to start anew with every study. Therefore, there should be an overview of current knowledge in this field. In this sense, this article does a literature review of social entrepreneurial intentions. A total of 51/138 articles related to social entrepreneurial intentions searched from the Scopus database, published between 2006 and 2020, were analyzed. The purpose and contribution of this paper are to provide a clearer picture of the research approaches in social startup intent research. Several research gaps are identified in each of these approaches, with implications for researchers interested in filling these theoretical gaps.

1. Introduction

Social entrepreneur and social enterprise have existed for centuries, but the term social entrepreneurship has been introduced in recent decades (Poon, 2011; Short, Moss, & Lumpkin, 2009; Singh, 2016). Social entrepreneurship involves innovative approaches to solving problems in the areas of education, the environment, fair trade, health, and social equality and is seen as an important foundation for the sustainable development of nations (Mair & Noboa, 2006). In the development process of countries, there are always gaps in solving social problems, while the efforts of governments, commercial enterprises, and nonprofits have failed to meet the expectations of many stakeholders. Therefore, business activities aimed at creating sustainable and fair values for society are seen as an agent of social wealth, and promoting social entrepreneurship becomes a phenomenon was noticed in both practice and academia worldwide (Alderson, 2012; Santos, 2012; Tiwari, Bhat, & Tikoria, 2017b; Urban, 2008; Urbano, Toledano, & Soriano, 2010).

From an academic point of view, starting a business is a multi-step process that leads to starting a business (Krueger, Reilly, & Carsrud, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). In other words, any decision to start a new business is planned rather than a transient response (Krueger et al., 2000). As long as one owns a business intent, he or she is most likely to enter the entrepreneurial behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Krueger & Carsrud, 1993). Therefore, the intention to start a business is an important factor in entrepreneurship research as well as in social entrepreneurship (Lee & Wong, 2004; Tran & Von Korflesch, 2016).
The research intends to social entrepreneurial intentions as grown rapidly from a pioneer model of Mair and Noboa (2006) on the intention to start a social enterprise. Since then, other researchers have continued testing and expanding this model. Besides, theoretical frameworks that are very successful in the field of commercial entrepreneurship are applied and developed in the field of social entrepreneurship, viz the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) and Shapero’s startup events (Shapero & Sokol, 1982).

However, most existing studies lack systematization and classification and are inclined to duplication of the previous studies. In the absence of systematic synthesis, studies are prone to stagnation and lack of certainty (Fayolle & Liñán, 2014). In another aspect, the existing research focuses on understanding the role of these factors that directly and indirectly impact the social entrepreneurial intention. However, the classification of those factors is still quite limited. Therefore, the review of the literature is necessary for future studies to avoid the mentioned limitations. In particular, this will help determine not only the main topics in the existing theoretical system but also help to identify existing gaps. Another advantage is a research literature review helps synthesize knowledge and identify future research directions (Sutter, Bruton, & Chen, 2019). All of the above challenges indicate the need to conduct a research overview of social entrepreneurial intention. This paper aims to answer the research question: “What do the factors influence social entrepreneurial intention?” as well as point out research gaps that need to be explored.

2. Methods of research

This study will be performed using a systematic literature review. This method will help identify and make it easier for researchers to review previous research papers. These steps for a systematic document review are followed by Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart (2003), making it easier for researchers to identify research topic coverage and implement exclusion procedures that are inconsistent with research recommendations. Using this methodology will help researchers to easily grasp the knowledge of the research field. The methodology of Tranfield et al. (2003), uses five steps: planning, searching, screening, extraction, and synthesis.

Step 1 (planning): Make a research plan by defining a research question. This study began with the question: “What factors influence social entrepreneurial intentions”.

Step 2 (searching): Perform a search based on reliable databases through the keywords related to the research question. To ensure the quality of the overall research, the quality journals should be the basis to perform a search (Rowley & Slack, 2004; Wallace & Wray, 2011). Scopus, Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic databases are used for this purpose. In it, Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic were used to check the adequacy of the studies found in Scopus. Scopus is preferably selected for this study instead of Web of Science because of its several advantages. Scopus is equivalent to the Web of Science as both are the two most popular and reliable electronic science databases (Archambault, Campbell, Gingras, & Larivière, 2009; Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, & Pappas, 2008). Furthermore, Scopus covers a wider journal range, which is useful for both keyword search and citation analysis compared to Web of Science (Falagas et al., 2008). The phrases “social”, “entrepre*” and “intent*” were searched in the databases mentioned above. Time to search for studies before December 20, 2020. The research results have found Scopus (138 items), Google Scholar (145 items), Microsoft Academic (206 items).

Step 3 (screening): Screening for the study according to the objectives of the research question. Preliminary screening based on the information summary of the article, according to the following basic criteria: only selected articles in English; just select the journal papers (books,
book reviews, notes and articles from conferences has been eliminated) as recommended by (Jones, Coviello, & Tang, 2011; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Bachrach, & Podsakoff, 2005); no duplication; articles present empirical research methods. The in-depth screening step is done based on the specific content of the article, the selection criteria are the article content must serve the initial research question of the review. This process eliminated 87/138 studies in Scopus results. As a final result, 51 articles were retained for content analysis.

Step 4 (extraction): Analysis of articles selected to answer the research question. Based on the results of the screening criteria above, we have obtained 51 articles from the results obtained to search “social entrepreneurial intention” as a general search technique. Next, based on the research questions, we seek to focus on themes for the social entrepreneurial intentions. Technical content analysis was used to analyze 51 articles because this technique is capable of identifying the key areas of research topics (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Krippendorff, 2004). In the classification, any differences that affect the classification of things are evaluated and considered by group discussions with experts. The issue has been discussed and resolved by agreement. Some minor changes have been made to integrate these differences. Microsoft Excel is used in this case as a tool to manage the database. This is a very useful tool to be able to learn and analyze articles and structure evaluation as available columns in Excel (Tranfield et al., 2003). Using Excel columns, researchers can group information about aspects of the paper. The information that researchers do is by grouping the articles in the form of title, author, publisher, year of publication, background theory, the variables studied.

Step 5 (synthesis, including reporting): Research results. In this section, the researcher will explain the findings of a systematic assessment that have been identified based on group criteria in an Excel database.

3. Results of study and discussion

3.1. Descriptive analyses

Figure 1 shows the number of articles published annually from 2006 to 2020. Although the concept of social entrepreneurial intention was first introduced by Mair and Noboa (2005) in their book, the growing interest in social entrepreneurial intention only started in 2010 with the article of Nga and Shamuganathan (2010). The number of articles has increased rapidly since 2017, suggesting that this research topic is receiving increasing attention from the academic community.

Two articles that have influential generated mutations in this phase could include the Hockerts (2017) and Urban and Kujinga (2017b). It is worth noting that these two studies were directed towards the experimental model of forming the social entrepreneurial intention proposed by Mair and Noboa (2006). Also, Hockerts (2017) is interested in providing a reliable scale for use in the context of social entrepreneurial intention, tested in a sample of students from 32 different countries.
Table 1 describes the geographic areas in which the empirical articles were collected. Asia is showing interest in this area through the number of publications and has been increasing in recent years, while other regions are relatively limited. The intention to start social entrepreneurship could also become an emerging topic in Africa and America, where social issues are becoming more diverse. The presence of unregulated areas is the reason the studies published only conceptual models, as well as 6 articles that were studies conducted on sample-based surveys in many different countries.

Table 1
Number of published articles by geographic area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publishing year</th>
<th>Asia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>America</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Multinational research/ Not mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The researcher’s data analysis

Figure 2 shows the statistics of articles published between 2006 and 2020 by country.
Interestingly, Vietnam is among the top publishers of social entrepreneurial intentions, along with other countries such as South Africa, Malaysia, India, and China. Notably in this list, excluding China, the remaining 4 countries including Vietnam are all emerging economies according to the Morgan Stanley Capital International classification. This is quite reasonable when researchers agree that starting a social enterprise is considered a key factor for a country’s sustainable development (Lacap, 2018; Mair & Noboa, 2006). The development of the social enterprise is considered to be an opportunity for growth, especially in countries with emerging economies (Kabbaj, Hadi, Elamrani, & Lemtaoui, 2016). In Figure 2, there are also 7 articles that do not mention the specific country in the study as well as 6 research papers conducted in cross-countries (6 articles).

![Figure 2. Number of published articles by country](image)

Figure 2. Number of published articles by country

Figure 3 depicts the economic sector mentioned in the study. It can be seen that the emerging economies have many empirical studies on social entrepreneurial intentions with articles 24/51 (47%). Besides, with a lengthy history of research on social entrepreneurship, developed countries contributed 9 articles in this statistical results section.
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Figure 3. Distribution of studies by economic area
3.2. Thematic analyses

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) states that human behavior is influenced by personal factors, behavior, and interactive environment in a three-dimensional relationship (Bandura, 1986; Lent, Ireland, Penn, Morris, & Sappington, 2017; Wood & Bandura, 1989). While awareness of individuals contributing to the behavior of people, the environment also equally important for the career choices of people (Wood & Bandura, 1989). This theoretical view is fully supported with the results of general analysis when leading to three topics: (1) testing and developing research models for social entrepreneurial intention; (2) the humanity of social entrepreneurs; (3) context factors.

(1) The first approach is to test and develop research models of social entrepreneurial intention

In this approach, the studies that attempt to test the original model or expand the social entrepreneurship intent model revolve around three background theory approaches. The first theory stems from social psychology, the most used is the theory of planned behavior (TPB) of Ajzen (1991). This theory aims to analyze behaviors in general and elucidate the process leading from beliefs, attitudes to effective actions. The TPB has always attracted a large amount of research and is still being applied in the area of intent to start a social enterprise (Barton, Schaefer, & Canavati, 2018; Cavazos-Arroyo, Puente-Díaz, & Agarwal, 2017; Ernst, 2011; Jemari et al., 2017; Lukman et al., 2020; Pham & Phan, 2020; Phan, 2018, 2020; Politis, Ketikidis, Diamantidis, & Lazuras, 2016; Prieto, 2011; Rivera, 2018; Tiwari, Bhat, & Tikoria, 2017a; Tiwari et al., 2017b, Tiwari, Bhat, & Tikoria, 2017c; Yang, Meyskens, Zheng, & Hu, 2015).

The second theoretical direction, to characterize the field of entrepreneurship as the entrepreneurial potential model (EPM) of Krueger and Brazeal (1994) (Ayob, Yap, Sapuan, & Rashid, 2013; Mair & Noboa, 2005); model of entrepreneurial events (SEE) of Shapero and Sokol (1982). Notably, the SEE almost only empirically through models of Mair and Noboa (2006) and put this model to become one of the main models in the field of research social entrepreneurial intentions. Like the TPB, the research and development on the Mair and Noboa (2006)’s model also appeared frequently in the line of research on the intention to start a social enterprise (Ashraf, 2019; Aure, 2018; Baierl, Grichnik, Spörrle, & Welpe, 2014; de Sousa-Filho, Matos, da Silva Trajano, & de Souza Lessa, 2020; Forster & Grichnik, 2013; Ghatak, Chatterjee, & Bhowmick, 2020; Hockerts, 2013, 2017; Igwe et al., 2020; Ip, Liang, Wu, Law, & Liu, 2018; Lacap, Mulyaningsih, & Ramadani, 2018; Liu, Liang, Chang, Ip, & Liang, 2020; Mair & Noboa, 2006; Rambe, 2019; Urban & Kujinga, 2017a,b).

Third, it is not impossible to mention Tran and Von Korfflesch (2016) groundbreaking theoretical approach. They have contributed to the theoretical basis of social entrepreneurship by providing a new social entrepreneurial intentional model based on the social cognitive career theory (SCCT). This theory considers individuals choosing to become a social entrepreneur as well as choosing a social career and aims to explain their decision-making.

Occupying a remarkable number of studies on social entrepreneurial intentions, the TPB proves to have been and remains an appropriate theoretical foundation in this area of study (Zaremohzzabieh et al., 2019). Some researchers agree on this when noted that most of the recent research has focused on the expansion of TPB (Hockerts, 2017; Mair & Noboa, 2006; Tran & Von Korfflesch, 2016). However, in the field of social entrepreneurship, research on the intent to start a social entrepreneur is in an early stage (Ernst, 2011). Ayob et al. (2013) and Prieto (2011) stated that intentions and their prefixes are still ambiguous and are being studied in the area of social entrepreneurial intentions.
(2) The second approach is to focus on the person of the social entrepreneur

This approach dominates when the majority of social entrepreneurship studies to date is related to social entrepreneurs and their personalities (Light, 2011; Shaw & Carter, 2007). Traits theory combined with motivational theory, the theory of intent is used to explain the relationship. Under this approach, the characteristics, different personalities of each individual will affect the intent behavior, so they can affect the intention to start a business (Espíritu-Olmos & Sastre-Castillo, 2015). Regarding this approach, the researchers exploited factors such as (2.1) personality traits, (2.2) perception, (2.3) background factors (demographics, education, work experience work) in the formation of social entrepreneurial intentions.

(2.1) In the personality traits approach with the intention of starting a social business, studies can be classified in three main directions: human “general traits”, “entrepreneurial traits” and “prosocial traits” (Stephan, 2017).

Features “general traits” is often described model revolves around five major personality traits (Big Five model) (Goldberg, 1990). McCrae and Costa (1987) has divided the personality into five personality popular and most commonly include extraversion (also often spelled extroversion), agreeableness, openness, conscientiousness, and neuroticism. These general traits show an association with the intention to start a social enterprise (Aure, 2018; Hsu & Wang, 2019; Ip, Wu, Liu, & Liang, 2018; İrengün & Arıkboğa, 2015; Nga & Shamuganathan, 2010; Preethi & Priyadarshini, 2018). Overall, for the five major personality traits, the social entrepreneur does not show much difference from the commercial entrepreneur (Lukes & Stephan, 2012).

In the direction of “entrepreneurial traits”, studies suggest that social entrepreneurs are similar to commercial entrepreneurs, sharing similar personalities (Shaw & Carter, 2007). The two types of entrepreneurs seem to exhibit similar risk-taking propensity, proactive personality, fear of failure, creativity, self-efficacy, and willingness to take responsibility (Bacq, Hartog, & Hoogendoorn, 2016; Bargsted, Picon, Salazar, & Rojas, 2013; Chipeta & Surujlal, 2017; Kedmenec, Rebernik, & Perić, 2015; Liu et al., 2020; Lukes & Stephan, 2012; Politis et al., 2016; Prieto, 2011; Smith, Bell, & Watts, 2014). Thus, the similarity between the two types of business when considering the entrepreneurial traits does not contribute much in promoting the number of social entrepreneurs.

With a third approach to “prosocial traits”, researchers argue that social entrepreneurs have unique characteristics compared to commercial entrepreneurs (Austin, Stevenson, & Wei-Skillern, 2006). This led to the discovery of the unique characteristics of social entrepreneurs, collectively known as prosocial personality (Penner, Dovidio, Piliavin, & Schroeder, 2005). Social character is related to helping, social responsibility, and empathy (Eisenberg, 2006). In the field of social entrepreneurship, social personalities have been discovered such as empathy, sympathy, and compassion, moral obligation is proven to create motivation of individuals to pursue starting up the social business. Social entrepreneurship (Bacq & Alt, 2018; Bargsted et al., 2013; McMullen & Bergman, 2017; Miller, 2012; Nga & Shamuganathan, 2010; Waddock & Steckler, 2016). With the elements of prosocial traits discovered, it may be reasonable to assume that someone with a degree of empathy or ethical prowess would choose to become a social entrepreneur after exposure to a specific social problem. However, it is Mair and Noboa (2006) that not everyone who empowers and ethically evaluates to become a social entrepreneur, these factors are only necessary but not enough conditions in the process of forming into the social entrepreneurial intentions. Souitaris, Zerbinati, and Al-Laham (2007) suggest further consideration because there is still something more than an individual’s background, personality, or perceptions. Souitaris et al. (2007) continued to question whether the individual “falls in love” with a social business career
and/or with a business opportunity driven by emotions and personal preferences rather than fair judgment by reason (Souitaris et al., 2007).

(2.2) Cognitive approach

Field study’s perception in the process began to be noticed while providing a variety of mechanisms, both theory-based and empirically to understand how entrepreneurs approach their environment (Wilson, Kickul, & Marlino, 2007). The difference in perceptions can be attributed to differences in entrepreneur aspirations, efficiency levels, motivation, and ability to absorb and use their educational background to acquire new knowledge (Unger, Rauch, Frese, & Rosenbusch, 2011). In the field of social entrepreneurship, cognitive factors have been explored including perceived desirability, perceived feasibility, social support (Mair & Martí, 2006), hardship in life and moral judgment competence (Kedmenec et al., 2015), human capital and social capital (Jemari et al., 2017), cognitive style (Tiwari et al., 2017c), perceived access to finance (Phan, 2018). Surprisingly, even though cognitive factors are exploited, individual differences are the highest predictor of action effectiveness - cognitive capacity is not getting research attention in the field of social entrepreneurship.

(2.3) Approach upon the fundamental factors

Except for personality traits, the social entrepreneurial intentions is also related to social-demographic characteristics such as gender (Lortie, Castrogiovanni, & Cox, 2017; Notais & Tixier, 2017), the role of education (Hockerts, 2018; Shahverdi, Ismail, & Qureshi, 2018). Also, some underlying factors such as different status (student and alumni) and types of universities (Radin, 2017), previous experience (Lacap et al., 2018), Gender (Estrin, Mickiewicz, & Stephan, 2013), work experience, and education (Shumate, Atouba, Cooper, & Pilny, 2014) are three of the most frequently mentioned variables that have been shown to influence the intention to initiate starting a social venture. Social entrepreneurship also seems to appeal to those who are not typical commercial entrepreneurs, especially women and those with higher education (Estrin et al., 2013). Shumate et al. (2014) find that two paths are leading to starting a social enterprise: the path of social activity and the path from a business. Earlier, Leadbeater (1997) explained that the origins of social entrepreneurship can come from three main sources: “Public sector”, “private sector” and “voluntary sector”. These findings point to a research gap from a demographic outlook when previous studies in the field of social entrepreneurship have focused primarily on students (Ernst, 2011; Hockerts, 2017; Kirby & Ibrahim, 2011; Nga & Shamuganathan, 2010; Politis et al., 2016; Tiwari et al., 2017a,b).

(3) The third approach: context factors

Contextual factors are specific fundamental factors that include contextual barriers and the institutional environment support for business start-ups (Lüthje & Franke, 2003). Situational variables include social, economic, and political factors, and how an individual perceives these factors may affect whether business intentions are being formed (Bird, 1988; Mair & Noboa, 2006). The articles in this group focus on the influence of the regional, cultural, or institutional environment on the intent to start a social venture.

Several studies have compared samples from different countries to try to find contextual differences in participants’ intentions to start a social business. Typically, some studies such as comparing the relationship between proactive personality and social entrepreneurial intention between African-American and Hispanic college students or not (Prieto, 2011); influenced by culture in China and the United States (Yang et al., 2015); a sample of international students from 32 different countries (Hockerts, 2017); between Taiwan and Hong Kong (Hsu & Wang, 2019; Ip
et al., 2018). Finally, the most recent article is more ambitious, as it compares three different countries: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan (Latif & Ali, 2020).

Institutional support has also been shown to increase the relationship between attitudes and intention to start a social enterprise (Lu et al., 2020), while the barrier from under-resourced is preoccupation (Shahverdi et al., 2018). In addition, organizational characteristics and social missions have a significant impact on the intention to start a social business (Tan & Yoo, 2015).

Studies on social entrepreneurial intentions have been conducted in different countries and regions, typically Malaysia (Ayob et al., 2013; Nga & Shamuganathan, 2010; Shahverdi et al., 2018), India (Tiwari et al., 2017b,c), Vietnam (Phan, 2018), South Africa (Chipeta & Surujlal, 2017; Urban & Kujinga, 2017b), Mexico (Cavazos-Arroyo et al., 2017), USA (Barton et al., 2018), Europe (Baierl et al., 2014; Hockerts, 2017; Politis et al., 2016). Regulatory institutions, norms, and cultural perceptions, directly and indirectly, influence the perceptions individuals may have of entrepreneurship desire and feasibility (Shane, 2008). Many authors have suggested that culture may influence the intention to start a social enterprise but empirical studies are lacking (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010; Zahra, Newey, & Li, 2014). Bacq and Janssen (2011) and Diochon and Ghore (2016) argue that understanding the influence of local contexts is very important in the social business sector.

4. Conclusion

As an emerging field and receiving a lot of practical and academic attention, research into the social entrepreneurial intention is increasing rapidly. However, when new knowledge appears, many questions need to be addressed. The paper makes an academic contribution to the classification of articles focusing on social entrepreneurial intention in the 2006-2020 period and identifies several gaps involved in each of these categories. By using a systematic literature review, this paper answers the research question “What’s factors influence social entrepreneurial intention?”. We collected various articles and included inclusion to answer the criteria of the research question. The results are 51 articles found from the Scopus database. The research results show that from 2017 to now there is an increase in the amount as well as the regions of publication.

The cross-country analyses have shown the ability to apply their broad model intended as TPB, SEE, but the researchers still have much work to do to fully understand how the different context of interacting with people in the identification of social entrepreneurial intention. The impact of countries’ governing systems and legal policies on social entrepreneurship on intent also deserves further study (Engle et al., 2011). Evaluation can take place of public policy initiatives, incentives, and changes that aim to enable, encourage, and facilitate the social entrepreneurial intention. This approach can contribute to strengthening the link between social entrepreneurship research and public policy (Zahra & Wright, 2011). Future studies need to focus on the specific contexts in the economic geographic research area. The comparative studies, investigating the specific factors in social entrepreneurial intentions in diverse contexts promises to provide more contributions to complete social entrepreneurship theory. Social entrepreneurs are characterized by altruism, so further research of social characteristics will also contribute to differentiating the essence of social and traditional entrepreneurs.

Although a rigorous methodology has been used for a systematic literature review, this study has certain limitations. First, a research question was developed for extracting article samples from a relevant online database. A set of keywords has been used for this purpose. Potential articles, however, may not be filtered as they may not have key search terms in their text. Furthermore, other relevant articles published in those journals (Web of Science) may have been
omitted. Second, although the classification of the social entrepreneurial intention research topics is the result of a systematic step-by-step process, all of the extracted topics may not be mutually exclusive.

Although these studies have some limitations, we hope that this review will help researchers in the field of social entrepreneurial intention understand where this line of research is. We believe that this research result is also creating favorable conditions for scholars on social entrepreneurship.
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